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That social, cultural and political events leave their mark on the language of the
communities shaped by those events is well-established in the area of the lexicon
(cf. “cultural keywords”). More recently, it has been shown that phraseological phe-
nomena like common turns of phrase or usual expressions of a speech community
are also moulded by significant events in the life of that community. Using the
example of discourses around the 2016 referendum on the United Kingdom’s mem-
bership of the European Union, this chapter investigates the extent to which social
discourses can crystalise and therefore become readable, in phraseology. The in-
vestigation is based on an 80-million word corpus of UK media texts and includes
the presentation of a methodology for the identification of phraseological expres-
sions in texts, and their comparison across time and topics. Findings reveal a range
of detail about the Brexit discourse. A number of points relevant to phraseolog-
ical theory also surface, including a demonstration of pro-tem phraseology and
the speed of phraseological development. Finally, three theses are put forward to
progress the field of discourse analytical research: (1) phraseological patterns al-
low a deep and insightful reading of discourses, because (2) discourses crystallise
in phraseology, and (3) phraseological theory explains why this is the case.

1 Introduction

On 23 June 2016, a referendum was held in the United Kingdom (UK) to de-
cide whether the country should remain a member of the European Union (EU).
By a margin of 1.89% of votes cast (The Electoral Commission 2019), the result
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favoured the leave option and triggered a prolonged period of social, economic
and political change and uncertainty: within the approximately three-and-a-half
year period following the referendum covered by this study, two prime minis-
ters resigned, two general elections were held, the currency devalued notably
(Reland 2018), reported hate crime shot up (Braham 2016) and while the country
remained part of the EU, whether it would leave and on what terms remained
uncertain.

This chapter identifies and analyses recurrent phraseological patterns used in
the public discussion, within the UK, of the topic of the British exit from the
EU (Brexit) in the period between 20 February 2016 (when the referendum was
announced) and 31 October 2019 (when the UK missed the second expected exit
date). This is done to see how phraseological patterns allow us to feel the pulse
of what is happening within society, what the issues of public concern are, what
is contested or settled – in short, what phraseological patterns allow us to learn
about the discourses of Brexit, and by extension discourses in general. We also
consider why phraseology is particularly suited to this task and what this means
for discourse analysis.

In the following, we begin by looking at what exactly is meant by phrase-
ological patterns and why they might be expected to be useful to the task of
reading discourses. We also review some of the growing work in other areas of
language and Brexit. Subsequently, the data used in this study are introduced,
as well as the procedures employed to extract phraseological patterns relevant
to Brexit from the source corpora. In the penultimate section of the chapter, the
unearthed phraseology of Brexit is presented and grouped into various types of
phenomena, before a discussion of the relevance of findings is embarked upon.
We end on three concluding theses regarding the reading of discourses through
their phraseology.

2 Background

2.1 Phraseology

The essence of the phraseology of a language is understood somewhat differ-
ently by different theorists today. However, most would agree that the following
examples should be classed as phraseological expressions: better safe than sorry!
(typically classed a proverb), pushing up the daisies (an idiom), open letter and free
trade agreement (multi-word terms), please hold and yours sincerely, (formulae of
spoken and written genres), sign a contract and strong coffee (collocations where
bases, e.g. contract/coffee, attract particular collocates), binomials (well and truly
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and ins and outs) and indeed many other usual sequences such as never heard
of it! and in recent years. Although there are phraseological expressions that are
entirely fixed (such as yours sincerely), many other expressions allow or even
require a certain amount of modification. Such modification can take the form
of an insertion of elements (thank you for your [kind/speedy/prompt] reply), the
specification of schematic elements (such as the X in at the end of the Xth cen-
tury) or the variability of verbal inflection (e.g. make/makes/made a mistake). In
addition, many phraseologists now argue that there is “a graceful transition from
idiom-like […] phrases to fully abstract […] constructions” (Dominey 2006: 137),
so that the difference between largely fixed phraseological expressions, phraseo-
logical patterns of a less lexically specific type (like the Xer the Yer) and yet more
general patterns like the transitive construction (subject verb object) is one of
degree of lexical specificity rather than a categorical difference (Buerki 2016).

This difference in degree means that what is phraseological is occasionally
difficult to delimit from what is not. In traditional phraseology, the essence of
the phenomenon has typically been identified with the criterion triplet of poly-
lexicality (expressions consisting of more than one word), fixedness patterns
(there are restrictions on modifications) and idiomaticity (semantic or structural
irregularity) (e.g. Burger et al. 1982; 2007), though it is acknowledged that the last
of these may only apply to phraseology “in a narrow sense” (Burger et al. 2007:
11). In other thinking, the essence of phraseology has been located in the manner
of mental processing, namely that phraseological expressions are or appear to be
processed holistically (e.g. Sinclair 1991: 110; Wray 2002: 9).

The strand of thinking followed in this investigation, however, sees the lo-
cus of phraseology not primarily in items that show semantic irregularity nor at
the level of an individual’s language processing, but in expressions that have be-
come conventionalised among a speech community to the degree that they have
become common turns of phrase (e.g. Bybee 2010: 35; Buerki 2020: ch. 1). These
turns of phrase could be said, with Bourdieu (1977), to be part of the collective
habitus of the members of communities that use these expressions. Such com-
mon turns of phrase are conventional not only in the ordinary Saussurian sense
in which all of language is based on arbitrary conventions negotiated among
the speakers of a language (de Saussure 1974 [1916]: 65–70), but additionally in
the sense that although alternative ways of expression are possible, convention-
alised turns of phrase are the usual ways of putting things among the community
in question (Erman & Warren 2000: 30; Buerki 2020). Two important additional
insights flow from this. First, in order for there to be a usual way of putting
something, that something has to be a meaning that is of sufficient salience and
frequency of expression to develop its own usual way of being put. For example,
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in communities where telephone calls are frequent, the situation regularly arises
that one party has to interrupt the interaction in order to either connect the caller
to someone else or to carry out a task away from the phone. To make it clear to
the conversation partner that this situation has arisen, the expression please hold
(the line) is typically used in English, although there clearly would be alternative
expressions that might (in the absence of a conventional phrase) be used to com-
municate such a meaning (perhaps please wait). One diagnostic of this type of
conventionalisation is that other speech communities might use different usual
expressions in this same situation, as Allerton (1984: 39) points out:Ne quittez pas
(i.e. ‘don’t leave’) in French, or Bleiben Sie am Apparat (‘stay at the apparatus’)
in German. It follows that it is mainly meanings of a certain salience and regu-
larity of occurrence in a community that develop usual ways of being put. The
second insight is that conventional expressions of this type carry added value
in terms of information about situations, intentions, wider understandings and
conceptualisations that aids speed and accuracy of understanding (Feilke 1994:
238): Please hold, for example, not only communicates narrowly propositional
information (that it is requested of the listener to wait, staying put), but also im-
mediately conjures up situational information, information about participants,
next turns, etc. In this sense, a conventional expression is more information rich
than a novel or creative expression. In locating the essence of phraseology in
usual ways of putting things in a speech community, we assert these important
attributes of phraseological expressions and allow them to facilitate the reading
of discourses occurring in their speech communities.

2.2 Phraseology as a barometer of societal goings-on

Phraseological expressions have featured in discourse analytical treatments of
various types, but they have typically remained without specific identification
as phraseology. A good example is Hart’s (2017) application of critical discourse
analysis (CDA) to reporting on the London riots of 2011: among key expressions
identified are fan the flames, spread [quickly] across X, take hold of Y (2017: 284–
285), all of which are phraseological patterns that can conventionally be used
without reference to literal fires (i.e. as dead metaphors in the sense of Lakoff
& Johnson 1980), as Hart shows. Although single words and more abstract con-
structions are also used by discourse analysts, phraseological expressions fea-
ture prominently in this domain (Stubbs 2002). Attention has also been drawn to
the involvement of phraseological expressions in authorial stance and evaluation
(e.g. Hunston 2011; Biber 2006) and the relevance of the latter in terms of building
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up a value system that “is a component of the ideology which lies behind every
text” (Thompson & Hunston 2000: 6).

Phraseological patterns are also noted for their particularly close links to the
(changing) social and cultural issues of the communities among whom the ex-
pressions are conventionalised. As Stubbs (1996: 169) points out, “the study of re-
current wordings is […] of central importance in the study of language and ideol-
ogy, and can provide empirical evidence of how the culture is expressed in lexical
patterns”. Studies in this area include Linke’s (2001) analysis of the phraseology
of death notices that she links to changing attitudes in society and Wierzbicka’s
(2007) study of salient cultural frameworks linked to phraseology in which she
describes the expression reasonably well as a “whole cloud of culture condensed
in a drop of phraseology” (2007: 50). Handford (2010), in his study of the language
of businessmeetings, points out that “institutionalized clusters […] can shed light
on the specific conventions of a community of practice; they demonstrate the par-
ticular approach to problems and the common communicative tools preferred by
the community in question” (2010: 144). Similarly, Mair’s (2007) investigation
of seven world Englishes shows “idiomatic and collocational preference are the
most direct reflection of a community’s attitudes and pre-occupations in linguis-
tic structure” (2007: 439). Buerki (2020), in a comprehensive study of phraseolog-
ical change across 20th century German, shows that social and cultural shifts are
the single largest motivator of phraseological change (where motivation could
be established), suggesting that phraseological expressions are indeed uniquely
at the pulse of a community’s preoccupations.

Links between phraseology and the issues that concern the community whose
phraseology is studied have therefore been evidenced in a range of situations
and locations. The underlying reason for the existence of these links is also ap-
parent if, as suggested above, the essence of phraseology lies in its nature as
common turns of phrase within a community: where one can detect convention-
alisation of phraseological expression, it is necessarily the work of the speech
community that, through repeated communicative events, starts to form com-
mon, agreed turns of phrase that facilitate communication in this area. As high-
lighted above, phraseological expressions also carry the added value of ready-
made “pre-agreements of understanding” (Feilke 1994: 367, my translation), that
is, situational, conceptual and other pragmatic associations that facilitate mutual
understanding in communication and are there therefore rooted in the life of a
community. Intriguingly, Seidlhofer (2009: 205) showed that the phraseological
facilitation of “common understanding” is so important that where no existing
phraseological expressions are available, pro-tem phraseology is created to plug
the gap. In the case of Seidlhofer’s study, the lack of agreed phraseology was due
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to participants being in a lingua franca communicative situation, but the possi-
bility of pro-tem, rapid creation of new phraseology must mean that similar new
phraseology could arise in little time from a speech community having to engage
with new situations, such as those created by the Brexit referendum or, as Szer-
szunowicz (2015) shows, by a root and branch change of system in a society such
as occurred in Poland after 1989. It seems clear, therefore, that the phraseology
of discourses has the potential to tap into the concerns of a community and make
them readable, and that phraseology develops and adapts to reflect the concerns
of communities, at least in some cases, within very short spaces of time.

2.3 Brexit language

Despite Brexit being a comparatively recent phenomenon, a range of treatments
of Brexit and language have already emerged. Some are engaged with questions
of language policy and ideology, particularly the role of English in a post-Brexit
EU (e.g. Jacobsen 2017; Kelly 2018; Modiano 2017), or have used corpus data to pre-
dict or analyse the outcome of the referendum using opinion mining (e.g. Celli et
al. 2016; similarly Simaki et al. 2017). Others have looked at Brexit language from
a lexicological and morphological perspective (e.g. Fontaine 2017; Lalić-Krstin &
Silaški 2018) but a number have also taken various discourse-analytic approaches:
Buckledee (2018) seeks to characterise how the different sides of the Brexit divide
communicated their messages in the run up to the referendum and what effects
these choices might have had. Achilleos-Sarll & Martill (2019) show how partic-
ularly the discourses of leave-supporting groups were “dominated by […] toxic
masculinity […] first through the deployment of language that was associated
with deal-making and, second through the deployment of language associated
with militarism” (2019: 15). Koller et al. (2019) present a multi-authored collection
of studies on a range of aspects of the Brexit discourse, some focussed on sub-
topics, some on discourses in particular media likeWikipedia or Twitter. The vol-
ume also features what appears to be the only expressly phraseological treatment
on Brexit: Musolff’s (2019) insightful study of the single proverb having your cake
and eating it, which has come to unexpected prominence in the Brexit discourse.
Other analyses of the discourse on Brexit focus on metaphors employed: Islen-
tyeva (2019), looking at texts from the British right-wing press, identifies such un-
derlying metaphors as relationship with europe as a (broken) marriage (ev-
ident in expressions like the divorce bill) and Charteris-Black’s (2019) book-length
treatment of Brexit metaphors also uncovers an impressive range of source do-
mains evident in the Brexit discourse, from sinking ships to distrust and betrayal,
to war and invasion, many of which are conveyed via phraseological patterns. A
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possible master metaphor, suggests Charteris-Black, involves a nostalgic regres-
sion back to an idealised past: Brexit as time travel. Mair (2019) presents a pro-
grammatic discourse-analytic paper on British Euroscepticism since 1945 using
the Hansard and News on the Web corpora. Going “beyond the lexicographical
level [to include] the many new ways in which existing words are combined”
(2019: 2), encompassing what Mair regards as essential “historical time-depth”
(2019: 2), the paper presents fascinating nuggets of language that trace the out-
line of British discourses on Europe. These include relative frequencies over time
of empire-related, Commonwealth-related and Europe-related words as well as
various tropes around concepts like control (take/want (one’s country) back and
take back control) that are traced across decades of use to show how current
Brexit discourse is connected to earlier Eurosceptic discourses.

Phenomena that could be classed phraseological are part of some of the anal-
yses of Brexit language discussed. However, express treatments of the phraseol-
ogy of Brexit discourses are to date largely missing, despite the clear potential
for such analyses to add significantly to the current understanding of Brexit dis-
courses.

2.4 Questions

It is therefore pertinent to ask what a phraseological reading the discourses of
Brexitmight reveal. To investigate this, it is necessary first to establish the phrase-
ology of Brexit in all its facets: casual observation as well as the existing stud-
ies suggests that Brexit has occasioned the creation of new or newly prominent
multi-word terms, slogans, and other expressions. It appears also to have brought
fresh prominence to some phraseological dinosaurs (cherry picking/having one’s
cake and eating it). But do these familiar high-profile expressions reflect all of the
phraseology of Brexit, or are there other, perhaps less noticeable turns of phrase
that are important? Is there one phraseology of Brexit, or have different phases
of Brexit produced their own distinct phraseological repertoires? Is the Brexit
discourse more peppered with phraseology than comparable discourses? Once
we have a good grasp of answers to these questions, we will be able to read what
the phraseology says about the Brexit discourse in the UK and consider what this
might mean for a phraseological discourse analysis going forward. In the follow-
ing section, we turn to the data and methods used to derive the phraseological
inventory of the discourse on Brexit.1

1The discourse on Brexit (or Brexit discourse) is here used variously in the singular or plural;
the singular encompasses all sub-discourses (plural) that might exist within the total societal
discourse on Brexit.
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3 Data and methods

To derive the phraseology of the Brexit discourse in the UK, a data-led and com-
prehensive corpus-linguistic method was chosen. Much of Brexit phraseology,
like other aspects of Brexit, has made such a forceful entry into public conscious-
ness that it appears not only observable, but almost unavoidable in seemingly
any set of texts discussing the topic. Hence, as demonstrated by existing work
on the language of Brexit, important insights can be gained from the analysis of
selected examples picked through a close reading of texts. Nevertheless, a more
rigorous approach is useful for at least two reasons pertaining to present aims:
first, despite the many obvious patterns, there may well be other features of the
discourse that are more hidden and less accessible to conscious selection than
might be assumed. Therefore an approach that is data-led in that, as much as
possible, the structure of the data itself suggests items for analysis, ensures that
less obvious patterns are not as easily missed. Second, a researcher’s judgement
in selecting items for analysis is likely influenced by their own experience, their
own perception of the important features of that discourse, or their own expe-
rience with language, thereby inevitably introducing a selection bias that may
inadvertently mask certain features of the discourse before they are recognised.
Therefore, a data-led and comprehensive approach such as the one outlined be-
low seeks to defer the vital expert judgements involved in the selection of fea-
tures to as late a stage in the analysis as feasible. In the present case, this means
that the identification of phraseological features is based on a comprehensive au-
tomatic extraction of phraseology from corpus materials, and the identification
of Brexit phraseology is achieved through a careful contrasting of texts on Brexit
with contemporary texts on other topics.

3.1 Data

The data used for the investigation comprised 80 million words of media texts
published between the 20 February 2016 (when the date of the Brexit referendum
was announced) and 31 October 2019 (when the UK missed the second deadline
for leaving). Texts were obtained from a content provider’s database and com-
prise texts from UK publications, sampled on random dates of each month of
the period under investigation. Texts are included from national newspapers (in-
cluding their online outlets), regional and Sunday newspapers as well as sources
such as the Press Association Newswire, magazines like MoneyWeek and the
Spectator, trade journals like Banking and Credit News and the Metal Bulletin,
web publications like independent.co.uk and a sprinkling of transcripts of radio
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and television broadcasts (the latter making up 3.6% of documents). This very
broad range of publications included means that the corpus data cover not only
the discourse on national news media, but arguably approach the full range of
public discussion, including specialist and popular discourse.2

On each sampled date, texts producing a closely similar number of total words
were sampled from texts containing the word Brexit on the one hand and from
texts excluding the word Brexit on the other hand. This resulted in 40 million
words each of Brexit-related texts and non-Brexit-related texts. Only complete
texts were included. In addition, to allow comparisons between different phases
of Brexit, word counts were balanced across the four periods shown in Table 6.1,
with each period containing 10 million words of text on Brexit and 10 million
words of text on non-Brexit topics. Doubtlessly, periods different from those cho-
sen could have been used – the significance of the transition dates on which di-
visions are based, however, makes this a reasonable representation of the phases
of Brexit, even though it certainly is not the only possible representation. The
chosen transition dates are the day the referendum was announced (20 February
2016), the day of the referendum itself (23 June 2016), the day the UK officially
notified the EU of its intention to leave (29 March 2017), the end of the 2-year
negotiation period (29 March 2019) and the end of the first extension period to
negotiations, 31 October 2019. The unequal lengths of periods mean that shorter
periods were sampled more densely in terms of sampling dates than longer peri-
ods to obtain the same number of words for each period.

Table 6.1: Phases of Brexit represented in the corpus

Period Dates Length Word count

1: pre-referendum 20/02/2016–23/06/2016 4 months 20 million
2: post-referendum to

invocation of Art. 50
24/06/2016–28/03/2017 9 months 20 million

3: initial 2-year exit
negotiation period

29/03/2017–29/03/2019 24 months 20 million

4: extension period 30/03/2019–31/10/2019 7 months 20 million

The resulting structure along the two dimensions of topic (Brexit vs. non-
Brexit texts) and time period (periods 1 to 4) is shown in Figure 6.1. Across the

2It does not, of course, sample discussion in semi-private and private discourse which will be
influenced by, but could differ from public discourse.
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eight resulting sub-corpora, 161,850 texts of an average length of just under 500
words, published on 156 different days, across 747 different media titles are rep-
resented in the corpus. A breakdown by media type is shown in Figure 6.2.

Period

T
op

ic 1-Brexit 2-Brexit 3-Brexit 4-Brexit

1-Non-Brexit 2-Non-Brexit 3-Non-Brexit 4-Non-Brexit

<latexit sha1_base64="oYABLybIvf8cl3gGgMZ+e6AevIg=">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</latexit>

Figure 6.1: Corpus structure. Note: each sub-corpus has a size of 10 mil-
lion words
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Figure 6.2: Breakdown of document sources.Note: Newspapers include
UK-wide titles as well as regional and local titles and free papers like
the Metro. Web publications include online portals of print media as
well as online-only publications such as The Independent; Newswires
include specialist newswires such as Sport News or Global Banking
News; Transcripts are of radio and TV programmes; Magazines include
titles like The Spectator and the THES (100% = 161,850 documents).

3.2 Method

The identification of relevant Brexit phraseology was carried out in three main
steps. First, phraseological expressions were automatically extracted from each
of the eight sub-corpora of 10 million words. Second, Brexit-related phraseolog-
ical expressions were identified by contrasting expressions extracted from the
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Brexit sub-corpora with those extracted from non-Brexit sub-corpora. Finally,
Brexit phraseology of the different phases of Brexit were compared with each
other to find out to what extent these differed.

To facilitate the first step, an operationalisation of the concept of phraseolog-
ical patterns as consecutive word sequences of two to seven words in length,
occurring at least three times per million words in the corpus and forming a
semantic unit was chosen (cf. also Buerki 2020: ch. 3). This operationalises the
earlier definition of phrases (= word sequences) that represent common ways
(occurring ≥ 3/M) of putting things (semantic units) in a speech community. The
particular speech community here are English speakers in the UK (co-referential
with the discourse community whose discourses we seek to explore).

Measuring conventionality via frequency has definite drawbacks (as Wray
2002: 31, and others have pointed out, there are highly conventionalised phrases
that are rare in general language use). However, it is felt that for present purposes,
this drawback is sufficiently mitigated by the chosen low frequency threshold,
which is very low compared to the range typically employed in corpus-linguistic
research on formulaic language (e.g. 4/M in McCarthy & Carter 2002: 12; 10/M
in Biber et al. 1999) and by not using frequency as the sole criterion. Further,
although looking exclusively at consecutive word sequences biases the search
towards the more fully lexically specific end of the phraseological spectrum, in-
ternal variable elements (e.g. a [nice/nasty/complete] surprise) tend to follow a
Zipfian distribution (Ellis 2012: 35), meaning that the few most frequent of those
elements account for most of the variation and can often be extracted in situ if
a low minimum frequency is chosen as is the case here. Nevertheless, it remains
importantwhen looking at results, to explore patterns around automatically iden-
tified sequences to establish a fuller picture of phraseological patterns. Finally,
the idea that sequences should form semantic units (similar to the way single
words or structurally complete phrases form semantic units) is an important ad-
ditional constraint by which sequences are excluded that happen to be frequent
purely because their constituent words are highly frequent (e.g. of the, and he).
Some sequences naturally only form semantic units once we allow for the im-
plicit variable element (e.g. at the age of X ); these sequences were also deemed
to possess semantic unity.

With this operationalization in place, a full, automatic extraction of operational-
ization-compliant sequences out of the eight sub-corpora was carried out. As
mentioned above, a full automatic extraction has the advantage of allowing a
maximally inter-subjective identification of relevant expressions as well as being
able to deal with the large amounts of data available, whereas a manual identifi-
cation of expressions would necessarily need to be highly selective with respect
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corpus source corpus, capital letters nor-
malised

(a)

n-gram
lists

extracted lists of n-grams, one n
per list, using the N-Gram Pro-
cessor (Buerki, 2014)

(b)

stop list and frequency filter

additive stop list based on 150
most frequent word forms and
minimum frequency of 3/M ap-
plied

(c)

consolidation
consolidation of lists of multiple n
sizes into a single list using Sub-
String (Buerki, 2017)

(d)

lexico-structural filter,
length adjustment

lexico-structural filter applied,
length adjustments made

(e)

list finished single list of expressions(f)

<latexit sha1_base64="SkkjFxrw44DYo8jI3bfHgAWtFwY=">AAAQ1XicnVdbjxs1FE7LrQ2wpPDIi6GqlEgz6TjXhmpRVUDwUlRU2q2URJUz4yRm54bt6e52lDfEKz+EX8Mj8Gc4x5NJZibJqiFSpPHxufl852LPYl8o7Th/37j5zrvvvf/Brdv1Dz/6+OSTxp1PX6gokS5/7kZ+JF/OmOK+CPlzLbTPX8aSs2Dm87PZ+Te4f/aaSyWi8Gd9FfNpwBahmAuXaSC9unPy7WTGFyJM52KRSL6qpxOXh5pLES7q6y0tzt/EwtW4P1Yu8/mp0x5ZREsWqnkkA6KWLOZAWAr3fFq/N/EkuxijS+RCeHoJ7DTW1kKyqy+6jqU0j0/7QTAlTTeScaJapOlYNqXtfosspPBIs2MNWg/rkzDy+BiVWe4VqPO4tIwpMoskLIiMNNP8dORYTMXc1WCoawUiFEESkCUXi6U+pe2eG2yImT9gCWhz4funF0uhecETpkmTWt0WSTPK6mH9duaH5pc6l+/zwGK+WISnPp/rqZEatntGLsOGZOIWcVksNPOJzzWEVZEQAgaiintGtQkVBC60vAgYvIIrtk2avXYflL4Fo90x5vd5293jLLD3jbdN1gI/Mu321xWl1Oq0aWu7bWUIA1ztjuUgXMiFCxtXexl7/SInrA6zDoucw2sYRyWdo8M6adFPeo2ftOQnvc5PWvSTVv00XOXUglOXQmB1ctlR8ROO3CLtNiROqGXkq9x7oLLQwxWFFTU8G53XmkXp7hYj2n6wdbq0MN6VTWc0YxiL3S5YztReZznz09gFQ4PcUL+8MM6VrDrtBxl1bdfEtru2a5TmTaGQ3j1Ib2LWWecypYGtc13NoAZtDeE4aWhDEwqI2T2ush2MVwqMkrlQfZkKEs1JphIKPYJ2N+FBvEzDFYmhOyGLRRIFrRRaIyc/2t+j8acycrlSkSTNxwmX58IiHYf2WofaAeYG3XYDiAHZz+jkbKYX0ON6AcVeMKv0AlPZUAyFOu+0KhxYKQUWXO7wDEsswz0co7KW0a4WWvKF7vGFln2h+3yhJV/oxpftpBFhCNgpGFFDmFmVYdLhlbGhdBTnQ8PGGCLBIG9yeC75rwkP3SsCUpCbx+WcUcg8T2jxmpOtZhz4HuQboX2HBBFQ1nZAIwxGgjNZGfu5+1s/IGO7958QFsPt4vAIyo6Vp5xND02gLZ/JOfvIpDMHbLqYdf8fAmgfKvKFZ240Gyw62L7S0t4xwcfMwc5b1oDR2xR+kPhaxH6h6JV4wxURoY4II1j2sGkAy3rAs2T2TOPFqlT4w4OFXznYBo2O6ftvK5IBk8u8PTRZAJvezvVgxwJEu2sGwlEYljq2VUTEqSLMvF8SpTfQQvGmPr8UbmQrLRO8mML9Kiswi0wmcNUKF3pJMrEATBxZdj2cXgdN5LVj7dpRJGAeP4RnfowNkL1DMBY5M/x6R6KHMWryCnZFtRDH7e2hEG3s8iA/yAd1tuzn85ziMK0uB9hPKzcXuibnNwhgG24uEGsDe4Z5t93fN86fnH2HhbRJgQHiA4QjgUWxOaSiWkL/LBYolDO/hIeTwoeSOgTgxosNgoNDCJZYMwgHR0KIzjbnBkIeeqVXWH0SM7mChxY8LrAOx8+SIGDSdPcJKlduGlzwlb2+r2DrivHa4YH0ND2Gu72a+GzGfXwgfpUVAMRtlfmUPxpfNe46bcf8yO4HXX/cra1/T1/duXE58SI3waJxfabUmDrQJlgvhtednKZMauH6eNAEWghzz9mCj+EzZAFX09S8e1fkXoJzEKYd/GH2GWpRIoV7mboKZsAZML1U1T0k7tsbJ3r+YJqKME40DM3M0DzxCTR2fEQTT0h4bfpX8MFcCePZJe6SmZuhLFtB1EqnSF8zaZDPqLjvi5kEOFLztFUWkzK6UFYcKYFQQLQtj8OrzHRcVVYWL+Z2LHiFKDAcZZrLQpf7q3odsaJVZHY/XsDDD2rxp87dR4/XqN2qfV77stas0dqw9qj2Q+1p7XnNPfnz5K+Tf07+bZw1Vo3fGr9nrDdvrGU+q5V+jT/+A7GMJj4=</latexit>

Figure 6.3: Summary of extraction procedure

to the data that can be processed. The procedure described in Buerki (2016), sum-
marised in Figure 6.3, was employed for the extraction of phraseological expres-
sions. This procedure has previously achieved good accuracy (Buerki 2016: 23),
a high recall due to a low frequency cut-off, and remains to date the only fully
documented procedure that extracts consolidated word-sequences of different
lengths, making it a tool well suited for present purposes. The eight lists so de-
rived contained between 25,182 and 30,202 types of phraseological expressions.
The number of word tokens contained in extracted expressions varied from 4.4
million words (4-Non-Brexit list) to 5.6 million words (5-Brexit list), out of the 10
million words contained in each of the eight sub-corpora.

To identify Brexit-specific phraseology, the lists of expressions obtained from
the four non-Brexit sub-corpora (1-Non-Brexit to 4-Non-Brexit in Figure 6.1) were
first combined into a single master list of non-Brexit expressions containing all
expression types from the four time periods (51,760 expression types in total).
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Second, each of the four lists derived from the Brexit sub-corpora (1-Brexit to
4-Brexit in Figure 6.1) were compared to the non-Brexit master list.

As the goal was to identify Brexit-specific phraseology, the emphasis was, in
the first instance, on phraseological patterns exclusive to the Brexit sub-corpora.3

Consequently, each of the four Brexit-sub-corpus derived lists were compared to
the non-Brexit master list and any shared expressions were eliminated from the
Brexit lists, leaving only expressions unique to the Brexit lists. Given the size of
the corpora underlying the non-Brexit master list (four times 10 million words),
it was felt that the risk of identifying an expression as Brexit phraseology in error
because of a chance absence from themaster list was low enough to be acceptable.
For analysis, a Brexit expression master list was created, containing all expres-
sion types of the four periods, with frequencies across the periods summed. This
list was ordered in decreasing order of frequency and the focus was on mid- to
high frequency expressions across the periods.

A secondary analysis was prepared of relative, rather than absolute Brexit
expressions, that is, expressions that differ between Brexit and non-Brexit sub-
corpora only in frequency (rather than in being present in one and absent in the
other). For this purpose, expressions were identified that were far more frequent
in the Brexit sub-corpora than in the non-Brexit sub-corpora by using the key-
ness formula suggested by Kilgarriff (2009), with a +N value of 100 added to each
frequency count to prioritise mid- to high-frequency expressions. Consequently,
an ordered list of absolute Brexit expressions, as well as one of relative Brexit
expressions was created for analysis.

Finally, to investigate the development of Brexit phraseology across the four
periods of investigation, two further lists were prepared: a list of expressions
exclusive to a single Brexit period, not found among the expressions of other
periods, and a second list of expressions with frequencies that varied most across
the four Brexit periods.4

As the number of expressions on each of these lists was far too large for indi-
vidual analysis, the lists were ordered according to likely typicality for each list’s
focus, providing a rigorous and maximally inter-subjective basis for a judged se-
lection and analysis of individual expressions and groups of expressions. The
results of these selections and their analyses are presented in the next section;
their implications are discussed in the final section of this chapter.

3Some of the exclusive expressions do occur in the non-Brexit sub-corpora, but below the fre-
quency at which they are here considered phraseological expressions.

4The top 8,000 Brexit expressions, together with their frequencies across all four periods, are
searchable at https://brexitphrases.herokuapp.com/.
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4 Results

This section presents results that allow us to draw conclusions regarding the
questions set out above. We start by considering data on the question of whether
the Brexit discourse is more phraseologically rich than comparable discourses,
that is, whether it has a higher density of phraseological expressions – some-
thing that, while not previously formally analysed, may be suggested by popular
comments about the discourse being reduced to slogans or by the finding that
there is a large amount of metaphor applied to the Brexit discourse, much of it
via set expressions and phrases (cf. Charteris-Black 2019: 2). Table 6.2 shows the
proportion of word tokens that are part of automatically extracted phraseolog-
ical expressions in Brexit and non-Brexit texts across the four periods of study.
Non-Brexit texts consistently show a notably lower density of phraseological ex-
pressions.

Table 6.2: Phraseological density of Brexit and non-Brexit texts. Note:
figures represent the proportion of total word tokens that are part of
phraseological expressions. For key to periods, see Table 6.1.

Texts

Period Brexit non-Brexit

1 0.63 0.46
2 0.53 0.46
3 0.49 0.44
4 0.56 0.46

mean 0.55 0.46

Before we can conclude, however, that Brexit discourse is more phraseologi-
cally dense, it is worth considering whether the difference in density might be
influenced by the difference between a topically more uniform set of texts (Brexit
texts all contain the word Brexit and might therefore be in a sense about Brexit)
and a topically diverse set of texts (non-Brexit texts cover all other topics). If topi-
cal diversitymight be linked to a greater diversity of phraseological expression, it
couldmean that it is more difficult to identify conventional turns of phrase in top-
ically diverse texts (leading to fewer expressions being identified) because there
is less repetition of the same phraseological patterns. It seems, however, that
although there may well be topic-related influences, the conclusion of clearly
higher phraseological density in Brexit texts is justified: first, although Brexit
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texts are at least partially about Brexit because they contain the word Brexit, the
phenomenon of Brexit is characteristically one that touches all areas of life. That
is to say, there may well be discussion of Brexit in texts about sport, cooking
or money matters as well as politics and news, whereas similarly, non-Brexit
texts may cover any of these topics. In this sense, Brexit texts still contain re-
markable topical diversity. Second, to see if indeed non-Brexit phraseology was
more diverse, two indicators show no clear support for notably more diversity in
non-Brexit phraseology: in terms of type-token ratios of expressions, Brexit texts
show an average type to token ratio of 1:66 among phraseological expressions,
for non-Brexit texts of 1:70, indicating marginally less diversity in phraseolog-
ical expressions of non-Brexit texts. In terms of how internally diverse Brexit
expressions and non-Brexit expressions are, one might look at what proportion
of expression types and tokens are shared between pairs of periods across Brexit
and non-Brexit texts: out of a mean of 30,539 expression types identified per pe-
riod in Brexit texts (range: 28,040 – 34,188), on average 47.9% are shared with
each of the other three periods. In the case of non-Brexit texts, the figure is no-
tably higher at 57.5% (mean of types 25,693; range 25,182 – 26,600), indicating
less diversity within the phraseology of non-Brexit texts, rather than more diver-
sity. For expression tokens, the equivalent figures are 63% for Brexit texts and
71% for non-Brexit texts. The comparatively elevated phraseological density of
Brexit texts is therefore a genuine feature of the Brexit discourse.

Turning now to examples of Brexit expressions, it is clear that these are multi-
faceted and rich. They range from multi-word terms to slogans to collocations
and other usual sequences, many of which are embedded in new phraseological
patterns that have become conventional ways of talking about Brexit-related is-
sues. Some of the expressions are new coinages, some are used in new senses
or previously existed only in specialist discourses. We start by looking at multi-
word terms. Among the large number of multi-word terms are examples (1) to
(17) which appear across all four phases of Brexit.5

(1) the single market and customs union

(2) [allow/end] free movement/freedom of movement

(3) [trigger] article 50

(4) [avoid/return to] a hard [Irish] border

(5) [cut/reduce] net migration

5Square brackets, [], indicate optional variable elements of an expression, a slash indicates al-
ternatives.
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(6) a second referendum

(7) the cliff edge

(8) a Brexit deal

(9) the remain/leave camp

(10) hard Brexiteers

(11) hard/soft Brexit

(12) the will of the [British] people

(13) project fear

(14) the British people

(15) red line[s]

(16) personal attack[s]

(17) Brexit uncertainty

(1) to (3) are technical terms that have been catapulted into widespread use
in the Brexit discourse. One remarkable feature is how, around these expres-
sions, extended phraseological patterns and very clear collocational preferences
have arisen that are evidently the product of rapid conventionalization: for ex-
ample, frequent patterns involving either the whole phrase in (1), or one of the
co-ordinated expressions, include [in/outside/access to/stay in/remain in/leave] the
[European/EU’s/EU] single market. Similarly, (2), (3), (4) and (5) have their pre-
ferred verbal collocates as indicated. Expressions that are topically similar to (4)
include the Irish border issue and the Good Friday Agreement, the latter an exam-
ple of a relative Brexit expression (occurring in non-Brexit texts, but at a much
lower frequency). This cluster highlights the magnitude of difficulties created by
Brexit on the island of Ireland. Perhaps the most interesting case of collocational
preference is (3) which has developed a virtually exclusive preference for forms
of the verb to trigger. The alternative invoke article 50 makes a brief appearance
in phase two of Brexit, but is unable to establish itself. The metaphorical trig-
gering seems to suggest the setting in motion of an unstoppable train of events
(whereas a revocation can follow an invocation), forcing a particular conceptuali-
sation of events. There are other examples where there seems to be a competition
between alternative phrasings, with the existence of a dominant pattern that is
(or becomes) the conventional way of expression: (6) is by far the most usual way
of referring to the idea of another referendum on the UK’s membership of the
EU to be held after the Brexit referendum of 2016. However, in period 4, there
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are other expressions for the same concept (a people’s vote; a confirmatory refer-
endum; a final say referendum), none of which reach the frequency of a second
referendum. This appears to show that once a phraseological expression is estab-
lished as the usual way to express a meaning, it is very difficult to challenge it,
even if the conventional expression arguably carries with it a certain (possibly
undesirable) conceptualisation of the world: the alternatives to a second referen-
dum seek to avoid the implication of a re-run of the 2016 referendum, for example.
Similarly, (7) is a conventional expression for referring to a sudden, disorderly
exit from the EU,6 but arguably carries with it the vivid picture of catastrophe
that many Brexit-supporting language users might wish to dispel. Similar, ar-
guably forced, conceptualisations built into phraseological expressions are evi-
dent in (8) reflecting the language of deal-making (cf. Achilleos-Sarll & Martill
2019),7 as well as in (9) to (13). (14) to (17) are expressions that shine a light on
concepts evidently prominent in the discourse – the concept of a nation, of tough
negotiation stances, the bruising arguments, and of the effects of Brexit. A shift
in convention is observable in the data in relation to labels applied to people
supporting or opposing Brexit: the remain camp and the leave camp (notably mil-
itaristic expressions, cf. Achilleos-Sarll & Martill 2019) have fallen out of use as
phraseological expressions by period 4, being replaced by snappier single word
expressions (e.g. remainers/leavers, also (10) and similar). Leavers and remainers,
as per (18), is a binomial attested with increasing frequency from period 2 on-
wards, but there are also attestations of the form remainers and leavers in the
data, showing that this expression has not yet reached the status of irreversible
binomial. A similar observation holds for (1), which is far more frequent in the
cited form, but also appears as the customs union and [the] single market and so
has not solidified to an irreversible binomial either, showing that these expres-
sions are still in the process of being fully established. (18) to (22) show further
examples of binomials.

(18) leavers and remainers

(19) our children and grandchildren (periods 1&3)

(20) parents and grandparents (period 1)

(21) strong and stable (periods 3&4)

(22) our [European] friends and partners (period 4)

6disorderly exit itself only just makes the cut for being a phraseological expression in its own
right in period 4, but in no other period.

7The more neutral withdrawal agreement only becomes a phraseological expression in period
4.
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Compared to (18), the binomials in (19) to (22) are more clearly irreversible in
their order. Particularly fascinating are (19) and (20) – not only are they relative
Brexit expressions (they occur at low frequency in non-Brexit texts and predate
the period of observation as phraseological expressions), they are also specific
to period 1, the pre-referendum period. (19) speaks to the epochal gravity and
enormity of the Brexit decision (demonstrated by typical usages such as with our
children and grandchildren’s future at stake […]) and to an extent, they also stand
for the two sides of the argument: a proportion of contexts for (19) suggests that
our children and grandchildren would wish to remain, whereas the referents of
(20) tend in most contexts to be thought of as natural leavers (e.g. Cameron has
pleaded with parents and grandparents to vote to stay).

There are, however, irreversible binomials that were formed within the Brexit
discourse itself: (21) and (22) are examples of (deliberate) coinages that are also
closely tied to specific periods of Brexit: (21) appears in period 3 and peaks in
period 4 (the run-up to the June 2017 general election), and (22) is exclusive to
period 4 where it serves as a label for the EU. Whereas (62) and (69), below, con-
ceptualise the EU as (ex-)family (cf. also Islentyeva 2019), (22) appears friendlier,
but with the sting of a far more clearly distanced relationship. The nature of (22)
as a deliberate coining that appears in official communications and pronounce-
ments in period 4, opens the possibility that the distancing might be another
example of attempted forced conceptualisation.

Further, the category of phrasal verbs and other verbal patterns is exemplified
by expressions (23) to (32).8

(23) pressed on X

(24) lashed out at X

(25) press ahead with X

(26) argued for X

(27) free up [money/£350 million a week/cash/…]

(28) leave on WTO terms

(29) revised down

(30) [slumped/fell/tumbled] by as much as X

(31) raised the prospect of X

(32) have a negative impact on X

8In these examples as elsewhere, X stands for a non-optional variable element.
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Expressions (23), as in Mr Barclay was pressed on what would happen if …, to
(26) by virtue of appearing (at above-threshold frequency) exclusively in Brexit-
related texts appear to reveal something of the way in which social actors behave
in public discourse: they might be evasive (23), brash in tone (24), stubborn (25),
and engaged in permanent arguments (26), in addition to indulging in personal
attacks (16). (27) is found in contexts where it is argued that leaving the EU will
result in improved state finances, (28) could be seen as an alternative rendering
of the situation referred to in (7) as the cliff edge and (29) to (32) chime with (17)
above in indicating recurrent patterns related to the impact of Brexit.

A further category of expression are slogans, where deliberate coinages are
most clearly in evidence. It is noteworthy that such slogans show up in the data
(which after all do not include political speeches as such, nor parliamentary pro-
ceedings) – it seems the originators of these expressions are influential enough
to be able to achieve wide dissemination. These expressions show a tendency to
simplify issues and are ideologically highly charged. (12), (13), (21) and (22), dis-
cussed earlier, share with these expressions their likely or certain status of being
deliberate coinages.

(33) the best possible deal

(34) Brexit means Brexit

(35) no deal is better than a bad deal

(36) take back control [of [immigration/our laws, borders, money and
trade/...]]

(37) the best deal [for [families and businesses/Britain/every part of the
UK/...]]

Examples of other usual sequences and phraseological patterns are shown in
(38) to (52) and include epoch references as in (38) to (40); the latter is a relative
Brexit expression (occurring at far lower frequencies in non-Brexit texts) and
suggests that Brexit is being perceived as an event of a magnitude that invites
comparison to World War II. Various patterns referencing uncertainty (includ-
ing the difficulty of predictions as in (42)) and repercussions of Brexit, (41) to
(50), are also evident. Further clues to the societal climate (51) and the seemingly
ever-present possibility of short-term dramatic shifts in situations (52), are also
apparent.

(38) since the referendum/since the Brexit vote/following Brexit

(39) in the post-Brexit [era/world]/[in] post-Brexit Britain
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(40) since the Second World War

(41) fall in the value of the pound/the weak[er] pound

(42) [weaker/lower/less/better/more/stronger] than expected

(43) the uncertainty surrounding [Brexit/the status of EU nationals/the UK’s
future relationship with the EU/...]

(44) because of Brexit/as a result of [Brexit/leaving [the EU]]

(45) what Brexit will mean for X

(46) [concerned about] the impact/effect of Brexit [on X]

(47) the potential impact of X

(48) X [has] warned [of] Y/warning that [Brexit could] X

(49) [what] Brexit means [for [business/Wales/the future of X/...]]

(50) the [pressing/critical/biggest/major/real/…] issues facing X

(51) the anger [of X/at X/among X/…]

(52) at the time of writing

The final category, proverbs and idioms, is exemplified in (53) to (55). Their
comparatively high frequency in the discourse is highly notable because pure
idioms and proverbs are rare in normal language use (Moon 1998). (53) is an
allusion to the proverb You can’t have your cake and eat it and occurs in texts in
relation to aspects of the Brexit negotiating position of the UK government, as
noted in previous analyses (Charteris-Black 2019; Musolff 2019). In this sense, it
could be seen as challenging the assertive red line[s] (15) in the negotiations that
refer to positions that will be preserved under all circumstances. (54) is similarly
used as a criticism of negotiating positions taken by the UK government, and
finds its counterpoint perhaps in the accusation of abject surrender (75). (55) is
an expression specific to period 4; contexts suggest it is an evaluation of the series
of exit date extensions of that period.

(53) [have] cake and eat[ing] it

(54) cherry pick[ing]

(55) kick[ing] the can down the road (period 4)

Before concluding the review of examples of Brexit phraseology, it is impor-
tant to highlight examples of discontinuity in the phraseology of Brexit across
the four time periods covered. Above, we reviewed figures showing that, on aver-
age, each period shares 47.9% of its Brexit expression types and 63% of expression
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tokens with each of the other periods. Clearly, there is therefore continuity in
Brexit expressions across various periods and most expressions so far reviewed
occur in most periods.9 But there are also significant shifts: we have already en-
countered shifts in designations of supporters and detractors of Brexit from (9)
to (18). Similarly, examples (56) to (75), which occur above the phraseological
threshold (3/M) in only one or two periods, show that there is a clear sense in
which different periods have their own phraseology.

(56) referendum on Britain’s membership of the EU (period 1)

(57) a European army (period 1)

(58) economic migrants (period 1)

(59) ever closer union (period 1)

(60) concerns about immigration (period 1)

(61) invoke article 50 (period 2)

(62) divorce proceedings (period 2)

(63) in the aftermath of the Brexit vote (period 2)

(64) the fallout from the Brexit vote (period 2)

(65) regulatory divergence (period 3)

(66) speech in Florence (period 3)

(67) [a/the][second] meaningful vote (period 3)

(68) a constitutional crisis (periods 3 and 4)

(69) [Brexit] divorce bill (periods 3 and 4)

(70) fourth meaningful vote (period 4)

(71) the Benn act (period 4)

(72) reaching an agreement is still possible (period 4)

(73) more and more difficult (period 4)

(74) proroguing parliament (period 4)

(75) abject surrender (period 4)

(76) if Britain leaves the EU (absent in period 2)

(77) recognition that X (absent in period 4)

9It is likely also that many of these expressions will remain part of the language for the long
term – (39), for example, might well become a staple phrase similar to (40).
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In some cases, period-specific phraseological expressions have been replaced
by other expressions in subsequent periods – (56) was replaced by the referendum
or the Brexit referendum, likely for reasons of economy of expression. (57) to (60),
as well as (19) and (20) as noted earlier, appear to express concerns largely of the
pre-referendum period. (63) and (64) are among expressions reflecting the shock
of the immediate post-referendum period and the processes that had to be initi-
ated, e.g. (61) and (62). Periods 3 and 4 seem to have some overlap in their con-
cerns and expressions of these periods document wranglings over agreements
between the EU and the UK, or over the lack of agreements, as in (65), (68) to
(75).

Other expressions appear (and disappear) with the relevance of their deno-
tations: meaningful vote in (67) and (70) – a technical term for a vote in parlia-
ment (repeated several times) on thewithdrawal agreement negotiated by former
Prime Minister May – became irrelevant shortly after the events, similarly (66).

By contrast to expressions that only appear in one or two periods, (76) and
(77) are examples of expressions that are (conspicuously) absent from only one
of the Brexit periods. (77), for example, appears in contexts where social actors
concede a point with an amount of humility – its fall from a top frequency of
over 7/M in period 1 to disappearance from the discourse in period 4 may be a
further indicator of polarisation and a worsening of the tone of the discourse.

There are also notable shifts in frequencies of expressions that appear across
periods: (6), for example, while frequent in all four periods, shows a generally
increasing frequency development, whereas mentions of (5) follow a generally
decreasing trend. Former Prime Minister May’s slogan in (35) comes in at over
8 times per million words in period 2, but its frequency has halved by period 4
while her slogan in (34), similarly, is very frequent in periods 2 and 3, but halves
in frequency for period 4.

The appearance and disappearance of expressions in specific periods shows
that where needed, conventionalised expressions can be brought into use in a
speech community over very short intervals, indeed. This seems clear evidence
for the existence of pro-tem phraseological expressions (to borrow Seidlhofer’s
term), not just at the micro-level of small group communication (cf. Seidlhofer
2009), but at the level of a complete speech community such as the speakers of
British English. From the point of view of phraseological theory, it is stunning
to see widely used and circulated pro-tem phraseology documented in the data –
as well as seeing such a rapid creation of new phraseological expressions and to
observe expressions as they are formed, such as the binomials that are not fully
irreversible. Both in terms of the significance of pro-tem phraseological expres-
sions at the level of a speech community as well as the rapidity of phraseological
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development, these observations open up areas of phraseological study that re-
quire more investigation and reflection, but they are in agreement with recent
findings on the rapidity of phraseological change (cf. Buerki 2019).

Having quantified aspects of the phraseology of Brexit and reviewed examples
showing the richness and diversity as well as the continuity and discontinuity
of Brexit phraseology, we are now in a position to discuss, in the final section,
answers to the questions posed at the outset.

5 Discussion

Results presented in the preceding section now allow us to attempt a reading of
the discourses of Brexit through their phraseology. Three areas are worth partic-
ular attention:

First, the domains and meanings encoded phraseologically, in other words,
those meanings sufficiently frequently communicated to develop usual turns of
phrase used in the Brexit discourse, allow us to read some of the concerns of the
Brexit discourse, what is happening within society and what the issues of public
concern are. At a necessarily general level, these include:

1. An impression of the complexity of Brexit (the specialist multi-word terms
that have entered common use in the discourse)

2. Conversely, efforts to present Brexit in simplistic terms, cf. the slogans in
(33) to (37)

3. Indicators of the roughness of much of the discourse: (16), (17), (23) to (26),
(77)

4. Topical preoccupations on borders and immigration, e.g. (4), (5), (36), (58)
to (60), cf. also Mair (2019)

5. Polarisation, with many terms appearing in opposing sets, cf. further dis-
cussion below

6. A very deep sense of uncertainty, expressed in (17), (29) to (32), (41) to (52),
(63), (64)

7. The epoch-defining status of Brexit as in (38) to (40)

8. A realization of deepening crisis within the discourse itself with the emer-
gence of (68), perhaps emblematically (73) and the collocation (74) brought
back from the obscurity of history.
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The data here show that popularly recognised high-profile expressions, e.g.
(10) or (11), do reflect the phraseology of Brexit, but there are many more sub-
tle patterns that have slipped under the radar while just as much part of Brexit
phraseology. The bottom-up, comprehensive procedure employed in this study
was able to bring these to the surface as well. Some of them are less noticed pat-
terns that are able to add extra insight that is important: the patterns around
uncertainty and consequences of Brexit, for example, are more extensive and
prominent than perhaps generally acknowledged and verbal patterns revealing
aspects of the tone of the discourse are equally highly revealing.

Second, diachronic aspects of the analysis suggest that the discourse itself is
fast-paced and ever changing. On the one hand, this can be read as speaking
to the ever new challenges and consequences of Brexit emerging and requiring
discussion (e.g. in (4) and (6)), and thus further to the sense of instability and
insecurity evident within the discourse. There appear to be expressions that are
tied to particular phases of Brexit in a way that makes them appear dated or out
of place in other periods. In this respect, there are phraseologies (plural) of Brexit,
as well as a common phraseological bedrock of Brexit expressions. This points
similarly to a plurality of discourses within the overall Brexit discourse.

On the other hand, variation and fast change also reveal intense conflicts
over alternative conceptualisations of key aspects of the Brexit narrative that
are played out to a notable extent in phraseology: opposing expressions, some
deliberately coined, some more naturally occurring, are vying for the status of
the usual way in which their meaning is expressed (and with it the usual way
in which that domain is conceptualised). Cases in point are the expressions (28)
vs. (7) as well as (15) vs. (54) and (53) vs. (75). These are by the end of the pe-
riod of observation still very much contested. As observed, no one side or ten-
dency has been successful in getting all “their” conceptualisations accepted in
the community – there remains a diversity of ideologically incompatible concep-
tualisations in current use, pointing to an ongoing and vast array of domains that
remain contested in the discourse. There are some aspects that have been settled
– people’s vote vs. second referendum, are shown to have been settled in favour
of the second conceptualisation, for example, but these are relatively few. No-
tably, (76), if Britain leaves the EU, shows a high frequency in the pre-referendum
period, but disappears as a common turn of phrase in period 2 (the immediate
post-referendumperiod) indicating that themost fundamental question (whether
or not Brexit will happen) appears settled. However, the data show that it re-
emerges as a common turn of phrase in periods 3 and 4, showing that by the end
of the period of observation, the most fundamental question regresses into the
category of what is contested within society.
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Third, beyond struggles in the diachronic development of phraseological ex-
pressions, Brexit phraseology in general very often seems ideologically charged,
as shown in examples (7), (8), (13), (27), (28) and (33) to (37), in particular. This
indicates the limited possibility of neutrality in this discourse: participants in the
discourse cannot but take sides in one way or another if they wish to speak. Par-
ticularly in cases where expressions force a certain conceptualisation of events,
often through conceptualmetaphors (Lakoff& Johnson 1980), deliberate coinages
feature strongly. This attempted forced conceptualisation of a domain, partic-
ulary in political discourse, is sometimes labelled “framing” (Lakoff 2010) and
has been extensively documented by Lakoff. The finding of a concentration of
attempted forced conceptualisation in phraseological expressions indicates that
phraseology itself appears to be instrumentalised (not to say weaponised) by ac-
tors in the discourse.10 However, slogans and other deliberate coinages are joined
by more naturally conventionalised expressions and many of the coined terms
are themselves embedded in usual phrasings, while other attempted coinages are
very short-lived or so evidently counter-factual that they can now only be used
with irony as is the case with strong and stable (21), and so these linguistic power
struggles are not artificial in nature. Rather, they can reasonably be read to re-
flect societal struggles, some of which have recently been labelled culture wars
(Sobolewska & Ford 2020).

A notable additional feature uncovered is that the Brexit discourse is more
pepperedwith phraseology than comparable discourses, perhaps reflecting an en-
trenchment of often polarised views among those participating in the discourse.
Likely parallels can also be drawn towhat Szerszunowicz (2015) termed a periodic
growth of phrasemes, an intensive increase in the number of phraseological ex-
pressions “triggered by an important event in the history of a particular culture”
(2015: 103). Szerszunowicz demonstrates the phenomenon using the 1989 change
of system in Polandwhich “influenced greatly all spheres of life in Poland, such as
politics, economy, culture” (2015: 103) and led to the creation of a great number of
new phraseological expressions. Although Szerszunowicz primarily documents
an increase in types (rather than specifically an increase in the phraseological
density of texts, i.e. of tokens), she notes a general colloquialisation of public dis-
course which included an increased use of idioms and sayings as well as that “the
ability to include many [scientific] terms [and expressions] into public speeches
was an important element” (2015: 108). The observation that the Brexit discourse

10Wintour (2020) reports that “Foreign Office staff have been banned from using certain words
and phrases in discussing Brexit – including “implementation period”, “no deal”, “special part-
nership” and even Brexit itself […]”.
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is more phraseologically dense than discourses on other topics (as well as the
parallels regarding the creation of many new expression types) could therefore
also point to the magnitude of change (in this case in all spheres of life in Britain)
brought on by Brexit – a finding that contributes intriguing facets of insight to
the emerging field of Brexit studies.

To conclude, I would like to propose three theses, based on discussed findings.
These should serve to move the current state of research forward, firstly by un-
derpinning and supporting findings of existing work that has sought to bring
phraseology to bear on discourse analytical questions. Secondly by making it
more attractive to overtly declare phraseological work in discourse analysis as
such and in so doing benefit from the support of phraseological theory. Thirdly,
the theses aim to move the field forward by encouraging the use of phraseolog-
ical means of reading discourses to a far fuller extent in the interest of further
advances in discourse analysis and in the interest of the stretching, testing and
mapping out of the boundaries of the validity of these theses:

1. Phraseological patterns allow deep insight into what is happening within
society, what the issues of public concern are, what is contested or settled
(including how this changes over time) – in short, they allow us to read the
discourses of a community. The likely precondition to this is a robust, data-
led identification of relevant patterns. This first thesis is, so the hope, borne
out by the results presented, but also leads to the realisation of thesis 2.

2. Discourses crystallise (to a remarkable extent) in phraseology. This is re-
gardless of whether the items of phraseology under scrutiny are attempts
at deliberate coinages (where successful, these develop their own embed-
dings and extended patterns through natural conventionalisation) or not
and whether they are pro-tem items or patterns that are part of the lan-
guage over longer periods of time. Indeed, where diachronic aspects can be
assessed, this necessarily adds important additional angles (cf. Mair 2019)
even over short periods of time, such as the 44-month period investigated
in this study.

3. Phraseological theory explains why all this should be the case: 1 and 2
above are not merely empirical curiosities but follow from the essence of
phraseology as common turns of phrase that represent conventional, usual
ways of putting things in a speech community. As such, items of phrase-
ology that are the result of communal discursive practice and negotiation
(part of the sediment of social practice, to speak with Bourdieu 1977), are
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by virtue of their nature salient and contain not only more propositional
meaning than other items of language but carry pre-understandings and
conceptualisations of reality (Feilke 1994; Lakoff 2010). That is why they
allow deeply penetrating access to the discourses of a community.
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